The Genesis Record In Ancient Chinese Characters

7:30 PM, May 18, 2004, Totino Fine Arts Center, Rm. 115, Northwestern College

Richard Broadberry is the co-author of "God's Promise to the Chinese" and several other books on the connection between the most ancient forms of Chinese characters and the book of Genesis. He was a missionary to China and Taiwan where he had access to the National Archives and studied the very ancient "bone oracles." He speaks fluent Mandarin as well as beautiful English. He now resides, in Southampton England, with his wife and adopted Chinese daughter (with another coming soon).

Over the years, many have noted things like the character for "righteousness" being a lamb over the character for "me," the character for "ship" portrays a vessel with 8 persons aboard, among others.

Broadberry points out that each Chinese Emperor would performed an annual animal sacrifice at the Temple of Heaven, humbling himself and asking for forgiveness for himself and his people. The sacrifices continued until the Empire ended in the early twentieth century.

All this is powerful evidence that the Chinese ancestors understood the God of the Bible who is thus not a foreign God." It is a unique confirmation to all people of the historicity of the first few chapters of Genesis.
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Monkey's Cuz by Daniel Nuckols

Prof, the full title of the Origin of Species bothers me. It reads, "...by the means of natural selection or the preservation of favored races in the struggle for life," that sounds pretty racist doesn't it?

No need to worry about it Wanda. I'm sure it means nothing. If you are uncomfortable with it, I'm sure you can just white it out.

Hmmmm... No wonder why Hitler slaughtered thousands of Jews and Polish people in an effort for the "ideal race." He was an EVOLUTIONIST!

Adventure Safaris

Hurry, its not too late to participate in the writing contest. See the information on the other side. This is one more way we want to help the next generation learn about the Creator and His creation.

Have you considered a family vacation that you and your kids will remember for the rest of their lives? Russ will be leading more five-day dinosaur digs this summer in South Dakota. Unlike most digs everyone will be given the opportunity of digging and finding real bones. When you register you will be sent an instruction manual on how to properly dig to minimize damage and maximize results. Go to our website for information on dates, place and cost. Early registrations receive a discount and are assured a spot on a dig.

Adventure Safaris presents the Creator and His designs and laws to homeschool coops. Contact us if you are interested in receiving an excellent science education for your students. As a nonprofit organization, we are supported by our school work as well as by interested churches and individuals. All gifts made out to TCCSA are tax deductible. Designate what your gift is for.

You can now go direct to www.adventuresafaris.org or link from www.tccsa.tc. Thanks Dr. Ross Olson for your excellent work in managing the web sites.
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